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ABSTRACT 

As the demand for microchips to control a more technologically connected world 

increases, so does the outsourcing of manufacturing these microchips, which poses risks 

of old microchips being refurbished as new and new microchips being tampered with 

Hardware Trojans (HT). The purpose of this research is to develop a systematic testing 

approach to analyze various microchips for abnormal behaviors. The Design of 

Experiments (DOE) technique was used to investigate the effects of temperature, 

humidity, and supply voltage (VCC) on microchip response parameters of VOL, VOH, 

VIL, VIH, and power consumption values. All these parameters were also individually 

examined against supply voltage under various temperature and humidity conditions on 

ten different MSP430FG6626s in 2 separate tests to determine Chip to Chip (C-2-C) 

variation, microchip defects and potential failures. A sealed enclosure was created to 

achieve various needed testing conditions and to allow for multiple chips to be tested 

simultaneously. Corresponding devices were equipped to the enclosure for in-situ input 

variation and output recording. DOE analysis concluded that supply voltage is the most 

statistically significant factor affecting key microchip response parameters of VIL, VIH 

and VOH within the limits of the input factors. The high repeatability and consistency of 

the response data to supply voltage ramping among the tested chips confirm that the 

testing setup and method used in this research are valid for screening microchips for 

defects and irregularities. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

C-2-C Chip to Chip 

IC Integrated Circuit 

HT Hardware Trojan 

VIL Voltage Input Low 

VIH Voltage Input High 

VOL Voltage Output Low 

VOH Voltage Output High 

FDTD Finite Difference Time Domain 

GPIO General Purpose Input Output 

RH Relative Humidity 

CSV Comma Separated Variable 

DUT Device Under Test 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The general lockdown in 2020 stemmed from the COVID-19 virus has brought a 

sudden supply chain downturn in the microchips industry with effects that can still be 

felt today. The consequent severe supply shortage of microchips and their unusually long 

lead production times have forced industries that use microchips to turn to all kinds of 

chip manufacturers and sources. In the meantime, chip manufacturers are now more 

willing to outsource manufacturing of these chips to meet the ever-increasing demand on 

microchips, which in turn has dramatically elevated the risks of microchips being 

refurbished, counterfeited, and even tampered. If these flawed microchips are not 

removed in time, they will be marketed as brand-new chips if packaged properly, which 

will often tarnish the chip manufacturers’ reputation and cause their customers to lose 

confidence in their products. Currently companies are using burn-in tests to reduce the 

chance of faulty microchips from being sold, but these tests are expensive and time 

consuming. In addition, although burn-in tests are commonly used to detect early 

failures in the manufacturing process, they do not give the reasons why microchips fail. 

The purpose of this research is to set up and validate a testing protocol that can 

be used to determine flawed, refurbished, counterfeited, or tampered microchips. Since 

the testing spectrum with different input and output parameters can be fairly broad, this 

research has been designed to focus on investigating how temperature, humidity and 

supply voltage will affect the behaviors of microchips being tested in parallel. It is also 
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intended that such testing data can be analyzed to facilitate the understanding of 

microchip failure modes in addition to identifying the “bad” microchips. 

The general hypothesis is that aged, refurbished, counterfeited, and tampered 

chips will have different responses in terms of VIL, VIH, VOL, VOH, power 

consumptions under different temperature, humidity, and supply voltage (Vcc) 

conditions. For this reason, the Design of Experiment (DOE) technique was used to 

arrange the input parameters and their levels to determine how these factors and their 

interactions would affect the output valves among different microchips. The repeatability 

and consistence of the collected data have confirmed the effectiveness of the testing 

protocol and the data has been further analyzed for tends and variances to illustrate any 

potential microchip issues. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

 

In the final quarter of 2020, a lockdown stemming from the COVID-19 virus 

brought a supply chain downturn that felt even in late September 2022. During the 

lockdown, industrial production of various electrical related products including 

microchips nearly stopped until the lockdown was lifted. On the other hand, demand for 

microchips has resumed and increase rapidly after the lockdown. The automobile 

industry needed more chips for everything from entertainment systems to power steering 

[6], while the shift towards automation and electric vehicles [6]” has further increased 

the need for microchips. In fact, a lot of other devices we use in our daily life are 

controlled by microchips, such as phones, credit cards, watchers, popular work-from-

home equipment, etc. So, the pressure to generate more and more microchips has been 

mounting. Contrary to the ever-increasing demand for microchips, the pace of their 

development and production was relatively slow. As show in Figure 1 [8], lead time for 

semiconductor production can exceed four months while switching to a new 

manufacturer takes a year or longer. 

Lack of effective solutions to the drastic microchip shortage issues has naturally 

resulted in counterfeit or defective microchips becoming increasingly prevalent, some of 

which are “drop-in replacements or a genuine-but-scavenged part, desoldered from the 

board it was found on, cleaned up, and pressed back into service as new [10].” The 

problem of counterfeit chips is worsened by the manufacturing companies that forgo the 

“elaborate measures to detect and avoid [10]” counterfeit chips when a “question of 
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whether the line runs or sits idle [10].” This is especially concerning when they also 

forgo their “normal supply chain verification process [10]” when facing time pressure. 

Cutting corners to produce faulty chips for a profit now can have dire consequences in 

the future such as “idle lines or loses money later due to product replacements, lawsuits, 

and mass recalls [10].” 

As technological innovations happen, so does the need to produce 

semiconductors at a faster pace. This pace is limited by the speed of fabrication along 

with ensuring the microchips are not defective. Even if the speed of production is 

increased, defective chips will prove more costly for any company that buys the 

microchips. For all these reasons, effective and efficient methodologies for detecting and 

identifying defective and or tampered microchips are much needed to prevent such chips 

from being used in applications or even entering the market. 
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Figure 1 Lead time for Semiconductor Production 

Image Credit [8] 
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3. RELATED RESEARCH  

 

To better plan and arrange this thesis work, the following related research in 

detecting Hardware Trojans (HT) were reviewed: (1) on-chip testing with local Vdd, (2) 

clock sweeping, (3) power signal processing, (4) backside optical imaging, and (5) EM-

based sensor. The methods discussed in these papers are useful in detecting counterfeit 

and tampered microchips, but they tend to require expensive equipment setup. This 

thesis work has followed the same intent discussed in these papers but used equipment 

and materials that are more readily accessible. 

 

3.1. An On-Chip Technique to Detect Hardware Trojans and Assist Counterfeit 

Identification 

This work demonstrated that Hardware Trojans (HT) implanted in microchips 

can be detected through creating an “fingerprint of static distribution of supply voltage 

(Vdd) over the whole integrated circuit,[1]” and  the generated fingerprint can be  

measured through the use of “an array of sensors that are sensitive to Vdd values.[1]” 

This paper suggested that “on chip monitoring solutions seem relevant in terms of 

efficiency[1]” and making use of testing multiple ICs may be efficient because 

“infection of a single device is not realistic[1]”. The paper aimed at creating a 

“distinguisher dedicated to the detection of stealthy Hardware Trojans [1]” and 

examined the effects of “static and dynamic impacts of an HT insertion.[1]” This 

concept can be explored further in a project using FPGAs as the primary tool for 
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detecting Hardware Trojans. To prove “the efficiency of whole detection methodology a 

set of 24 FPGAs [1]” were used. A “method for detecting Hardware Trojans and rough 

counterfeits [1]” was created in this paper and this “method was based on cartography 

done with an array of sensors sensitive to Vdd [1]”. Investigation into the “limitation due 

to the aging process of ICs that can induce changes in IC fingerprints [1]” can be 

investigated. This paper proved that testing more than one microchip is necessary in 

detecting relatively minor changes in chips, which is relevant to this thesis work. 

 

3.2. A Clock Sweeping Technique for Detecting Hardware Trojans Impacting 

Circuits Delay 

The goal of this paper was to examine a method of detecting Hardware Trojans 

through creating a pattern file that holds the unique signatures determined through “start-

to-fail frequency at each flip-flop for each pattern. [2]” This method followed the 

industrial standard of “applying a pattern at different clock speed frequencies, from 

slower to faster [2].” These “start-to-fail clock frequencies can be used to determine the 

delays of the paths [2]”, which allows each path to be fingerprinted and a Trojan to be 

detected based on start-to-fail frequency changes. It was stated that the “paths will fail 

sequentially, with longer paths failing before shorter paths. [2]” This paper separated 

Hardware Trojans into three categories: “Trojans with only payloads (TP), Trojans with 

only triggers (TT), and Trojans with triggers and payloads (TTP) [2].”  It was concluded 

that “the nodes closer to the scan flip-flops [2]” were more easily detected. 
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3.3. A Sensitivity Analysis of Power Signal Methods for Detecting Hardware 

Trojans Under Real Process and Environmental Conditions 

This research paper developed a method to detect Hardware Trojans through 

Power Supply Transient Signals (IDDT) and to determine how small of a Hardware 

Trojan that could be detected. This method requires nine power ports because the “IDDT’s 

of neighboring power ports are compared to identify anomalies introduced by the 

presence of a Trojan circuit. [3]” Once this intersection is created a “three sigma 

prediction ellipse is derived, and a Trojan free zone is created [3].” The prediction 

ellipse should bind where “the Trojan free ICs are expected to fall [3]” and any ICs 

falling outside this region are considered Hardware Trojans. This method was extremely 

successful because “Trojans as small as a single gate (if that gate switches in response to 

the test sequence)” were detected in noise free conditions. When noise is a factor, 

“sensitivity varies from one gate for 30 dB SNR to four gates for 10 dB SNR when the 

stimulus generates switching in Trojan gates and from three gates to seven gates when 

the stimulus is not generating switching in Trojan gates. [3]” This method is effective for 

detecting Hardware Trojans but may not be possible due to design constraints and test 

chamber conditions. 

 

3.4. Detecting Hardware Trojans Using Backside Optical Imaging of Embedded 

Watermarks 

This paper used an “optical method to detect and localize Trojans inserted during 

the chip fabrication stage [4]” via “mapping each gate type and location to the 
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reflectance that is computed from detailed FDTD simulation [4]” for both a clean 

hardware and a tampered hardware. “The correlation co-efficient can be used to quantify 

the displacement and deformation of the two images [4]” when determining the 

differences between the maps. A “thresholding mechanism to determine if the two 

images match with each other [4]” is implemented which leads to a need to pick a 

threshold value that will give false positives or negatives. This method is not applicable 

to this thesis work because we focus primarily on post fabrication defects in microchips. 

However, this paper does shed valuable light on detecting Hardware Trojans in terms of 

choosing thresholds to minimize false positives and negatives. 

 

3.5. EM-Based on-Chip Aging Sensor for Detection and Prevention of Counterfeit 

and Recycled ICs 

 This paper proposed a “new lightweight on-chip aging sensor, which is based on the 

electromigration (EM)-induced aging effects for fast detection and prevention of 

recycled ICs [5].” This research claimed that the “new aging sensor can provide more 

accurate prediction of the chip usage time at smaller area footprints due to its simple 

structure [5].” This small aging sensor design not only allows chip designers to better 

hide the sensor from potential bad actors but also allows the chip to be conveniently 

tested if it has been tampered with. This sensor “exploits the natural aging/failure 

mechanism of interconnect wires to time the aging of the chip [5]” which makes the new 

sensor advantageous over the current technology. Comparing with the ring oscillators, 

the new sensor has two distinct advantages: its “structure is much simpler as it only 
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requires metal interconnect wires [5]” and its detection is more accurate as it was “able 

to measure EM-induced failure [5].” One of the problems that the researchers ran into 

was “the inherent variations in the metal grain sizes [5].” To resolve this issue, “a 

number of parallel properly structured wires are employed in the sensor [5]” with the 

“parameters of the wires being optimized using a new EM mode [5].” 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL 

 

4.1. Experimental Setup 

The Experimental Block Diagram (EBD) in Figure 2 shows the key components 

and their interactions. The Arduino MEGA on the middle left is responsible for 

receiving temperature and humidity data from the SHT40 and sends the data to the 

laptop for further analysis. The Arduino MEGA also sends a PWM signal via a relay to 

one of the two the heating elements to control the internal temperature of the enclosure. 

The other heating element stays on continuously to reduce temperature variability. The 

humidifier is manually controlled, which can be improved in the future by adding a 

controller to maintain contestant humidity. Both the relay and humidifier require power 

from a common wall outlet, while the relay also requires a 24V power supply for relay 

control. The two heating elements are inserted inside the enclosure to make it a closed 

system. Not shown in the diagram are the MSP430s which are powered by the power rail 

of the ETS364. VCC data generated from the MSP430s is stored in a CSV file. The 

MSP430s will also be connected to the ETS364 via jumper wires to a Daughterboard 

with the relevant pins needed for the project soldered on. 
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Figure 2 Experimental Block Diagram 

 

4.2. Software Development 

All the code for this project is zipped together and attached with the submission 

of this thesis. The following sections give an overview of how the code works for each 

of the four parts for the whole project: data collection, Arduino, GPIO state and aging. 

The data collection code is written in C++ and has four main sections: setup, 

functions for testing Vcc at 2V, 3V, and 2V to 3V ramping up. In the setup section, all 

the necessary variables are defined along with CSV filename generation. The tests for 

Vcc at 2V and 3V are similar since they both will have code to ramp up and ramp down 

the voltage on a GPIO pin while measuring the voltage of another GPIO pin. The main 
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difference between the supply voltage at 2V and 3V with the supply voltage being 

ramped up is that each microchip will only be tested once instead of four times due to 

time constraints. All three of the tests will have ramp up and ramp down functions 

associated with them along with code to determine power consumption. The ramp up 

code will determine the VIH because it determines when the output voltage switches 

from low to high, while the ramp down code will determine the VIL because it 

determines when the output voltage switches from high to low. The ramp up and ramp 

down function also calculates power consumption by multiplying the measured current 

at the point when either VIL or VIH is determined by the supply voltage. Each of the 

GPIO pins and the Vcc pin on the MSP430FG6626 are associated with one of the APU 

pins through the following scheme: Chip 0 has Vcc on the APU 0, input pin on APU 1, 

and output pin on APU 2, and so on for the next nine microchips using APU pins 3 

through 31. APU 15 and 31 are left open in case any of the APU pins fail. If more than 

two pins fail, another quadrant of APU pins will be required and configured. This code is 

separated into distinct functions because it allows for more modularized tests if any set 

of the data is determined incorrect or missing.  

The Arduino code is for controlling the relay and connecting to the SHT40s to 

display and record the current temperature and relative humidity. The SHT40s have a 

special function, getEvent, for obtaining the current temperature and relative humidity. 

When the function is called, the variables set to store temperature and relative humidity 

will have a “&” before the variable name, to indicate they are referenced. The relay 

chosen for the project is set on “active low.” Turn on the relay when the temperature 
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falls below the desired temperature minus some variation and turn off the relay when it 

is above the desired temperature plus some variation. The value of the variations has to 

be experimentally determined. 

For the GPIO pins to act in the expected manner, GPIO State Code is needed to 

ensure the state of the output pin matches the state of the input pin. When the input pin 

state switches from low to high during Vcc ramping-up, VIL and VOL are determined 

by measuring the voltage of the GPIO pins associated with the input and the output. In 

the same way, VIH and VOH are determined when the input pin state goes from high to 

low during Vcc ramping-down. 

 

4.3. Wiring Setup 

 For Arduino Mega wiring setup, IN1 is connected to PIN 22, GND to GND, and Vcc to 

5V. The relay is connected to a power supply with its middle pin connected to the 

positive terminal and the right pin to ground. The power supply is set to 24V. The 

SHT40 uses an i2c connection. The SDA pin is connected to the SDA pin, the SCL pin 

to the SCL Pin, the VIN pin to the 3.3V pin, and the GND to one of the GND pins, all on 

the Arduino Mega. 

 

4.4. Enclosure Design 

The enclosure is made of polycarbonate and consists of detachable panels 

secured with latches, gaskets, temperature sensors, and a heating element. Figures 3 

through 7 show the enclosure with details of various components and their connections. 
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Figure 3 Side View of Gasket and Heating Element 

 

 

Figure 4 Top View of Temperature and Humidity Sensors Latched on Panel 
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Figure 5 Connection of ETS364 and Enclosure 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Connection of Humidifier to Enclosure 
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Figure 7 Top View of the Enclosure 

 

The enclosure was sized at 1.5 feet long for each of its sides, big enough to hold 

ten microchips at once with the heating element being positioned inside the enclosure. 

Holding ten microchips at once matters because the process of removing and inserting 

new microchips would cause too much fluctuation as both heat and humidity would 

escape. The enclosure was designed as a closed system with a heater inside to maintain 

the desired temperature and humidity for extended periods of time. Polycarbonate, rather 

than acrylic, was selected as the enclosure material due to its higher heat resistance and 

less deformation at high temperatures. The enclosure was also designed to have higher 

re-configurability to allow for other Devices under Test (DUTs) to be tested as such 

devices can be attached to a panel and the panel can be latched onto the main enclosure. 
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The design features of the enclosure: include side pieces that can be slotted into 

each other for stability; interior panels that can hold interchangeable pieces; and ledges 

that can be used to elevate the heater from the bottom. In addition, an elevated ring was 

created inside the enclosure to hold the socket on the MSP-TS430PZ100AUSB - 100-pin 

Target Development Board, and a hole at the top of the enclosure was drilled to insert 

the humidifier tube. Enclosure design features and details are shown in Figures 8 

through 11 below.  

 

 

Figure 8 Exterior with Rings and MSP430FG6626s inserted 
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Figure 9 Interior Design of the Enclosure 

 

 

Figure 10 MSP Rings on interchangeable panels 
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Figure 11 Top View with Hole for Tube From humidifier 

 

Since heating the enclosure to the targeted temperatures with just one 1500W 

heater took prolonged time, another heat with 1000W power was installed to the 

enclosure, which was connected to a different power circuit to ensure that no breakers 

were tripped. The addition of this second heating element dramatically reduced the time 

needed to heat the enclosure to targeted temperatures. For example, it took 3 hours with 

just the 1500W heater itself to reach 69oC but only 1 hour to reach 80oC with two heaters 

working together. Chemical welding technique was used to assemble the enclosure 

pieces in order to address the issue of regular glue being melted at targeted experimental 

temperatures. 

 

4.5. Design of Experiment (DOE) 
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DOE was chosen for experimental design for this research because it gives 

insight into how the DUT will act when more than one input factors could affect 

multiple outputs. There are three main factors to be considered in using DOE method for 

experiments and data collection: blocking, replication, and randomization. Blocking is 

used “when randomizing a factor is impossible or too costly [12].” This process will 

“restrict randomization by carrying out all of the trials with one setting of the factor and 

then all the trials with the other setting [12].” Blocking is not necessary for this research 

work because the effects of multiple inputs are actually needed for chip performance 

analysis. Randomization is relevant to this research because it will “help eliminate 

effects of unknown or uncontrolled variables [12]”, especially when bringing the 

enclosure up to temperature and humidity or back down during tests where residual heat 

or humidity can cause irregularities in response data. To meet the intent of replication for 

DOE tests, each test in this research was run four times to ensure that the results of VIL, 

VIH, VOL, VOH, and power consumption for ramp up and ramp down are valid.  

DOE analysis uses minimum (-1) and maximum (1) values to determine how 

much each input will affect the output. For this experiment, there were three input values 

(temperature, humidity, and supply voltage) and six output values (VIL, VIH, VOL, 

VOH, power consumption from ramping up and power consumption from ramping 

down). Temperature was set to range from room temperature (around 22oC) to 80oC and 

humidity from around 10% Relative Humidity (RH) to 50% RH based on design limits 

of the enclosure and the capability of the connected equipment. Vcc was set to range 

from 2V to 3V. The minimum input voltage was set at 2V because previous experiments 
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had demonstrated that MSP430FG6626 chips would not function at 1.8V at targeted 

high temperatures for this research. 
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5. DATA COLLECTION 

 

Eagle tester was used for data collection in this research which is capable of 

collecting vast amount of data in relatively short period of time. The general data process 

follows these three steps: the enclosure is conditioned to the targeted temperature and 

humidity first, and then Eagle code starts gathering the data, and finally Eagle tester 

enters the data in a CSV file. 

 

5.1. Determination of Response Values 

Figures 12 through 15 shows how the response values of VIL, VIH, VOL, and 

VOH were determined and collected through ramping up and down the analog input 

voltages. Two sets of testing runs with voltage ranging respectively from 0V to 1.8V and 

0V to 3V at .0001V increments were conducted first to determine the best voltage ranges 

to fit the data collection needs over the selected microchips. The target boards were 

programmed in Code Composer Studio, where Pin 1.1 was configured as the input and 

Pin 1.2 as the output. The output pin reading was set to be equal to that of the input pin 

to find the response valves of VOH, VOL, VIH, and VIL. 
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Figure 12 Finding VIL through Ramping Down 

 

 

Figure 13 Finding VOL through Ramping Down 

 

 

Figure 14 Finding VIH through Ramping Up 

 

 

Figure 15 Finding VOH through Ramping Up 

 

5.2. Data Collection Problems and Solutions 

The issues in collecting VIL, VOL, VIH, and VOH values included long testing 

time, voltage loss in the length of the wires, and response valves being synchronized at 
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the same time for multiple-chip testing. Better understanding of microchip functionality 

and further examination of the collected data helped to resolve these issues. 

Reducing Test Time   Ramping input voltage up and down between 0V and 3V at 

0.001V intervals worked for single microchip testing. However, using the same method 

to test ten chips consecutively would take a long time to finish – typically 4 days for 

each set of data. The solutions to this problem were to start the tests at a point closer to 

the expected value determined from the datasheet, and to reduce the sampling rate and 

even stop the program right after the output valve has switched from high to low or low 

to high. 

Voltage Loss in the Wire   Due to the size of the enclosure and the position of the 

microchips, the voltage loss from in the wires were significant, which even caused 

certain microchips to give false positives when the initial set of starting values for the 

tests were used. This problem was resolved by using the data collection program to 

adjust the response valves based on recorded starting voltage. 

Resolving the Synchronization of Data   When multiple microchips were being 

tested at the same time, the outputs were synchronized in parallel upon the finish of the 

tests. The consequence of such synchronization was that all the microchips switched 

from high to low or low to high at the same point thereby causing the data to no longer 

be useable. This issue was resolved by shifting from testing all ten microchips at once to 

running them in series. Since all microchips had been placed in the enclosure beforehand 

and no chips would be moved in or out of the chamber, there was little fluctuation 

between tests in terms of temperature and relative humidity conditions. 
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5.3. Optimization of Input Voltage Range 

As mentioned earlier, the starting input voltage did not start at 0V or 3V during 

voltage ramping, but rather it was set a point closer to the expected value based on 

available datasheet for microchips to be tested. This method not only saved testing time 

but also allowed for higher precision tests to be performed before the targeted 

temperature and humidity could no longer be maintained. 

Table 1 shows the upper and lower bounds for typical VIL and VIH values for 

input voltages of 1.8V and 3V. The VIT+ and VIT- values in Table 1 corresponds to 

VT+ max VT- min values in Figure 16, respectively. Since the microchips were run at 

2V in this research, the starting input voltage levels had been adjusted accordingly. The 

starting input value starts at the max typical value of VIT- + 0.5V when ramping down, 

while it starts at VIT+ value - .5V when ramping up. As the data was collected from the 

ETS364, each data point was stored in a CSV file, for which an example is shown in 

Table 2. 

 

 

 

Table 1 Typical VIL and VIH Values for Given Voltages – Modified from Texas 

Instrument Datasheet [13] 
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Figure 16 Schmitt Trigger for VIH and VIL – Modified from Texas Instrument 

Datasheet [14] 

 

Table 2 Example of CSV File  

 

 

2to0V_Ambient_1.csv

Test # 1

VCC = 2

Site 0

Input 

Voltage Outputvolt
Power Consumption in mW

1.4999 2.18163 -5.48764

1.4998 2.18164 -5.30715

1.4997 2.18172 -5.29515

1.4996 2.18184 -5.3264

1.4995 2.18193 -5.32996

1.4994 2.18191 -5.32828

1.4993 2.18194 -5.34615

1.4992 2.18195 -5.34178

1.4991 2.18198 -5.34759

1.499 2.18196 -5.35684
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6. RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

 

6.1. Expected Output Values 

The test conditions in terms of current output high (IOH) and current output low 

(IOL) were set at -5 mA and +5 mA respectively in this research. As shown in Table 3, 

the expected VOH values for MSP430FG6626 microchips would be between Vcc and 

Vcc -0.25 while the expected VOL valves would be between Vss and Vss +0.25. The 

values for VIL and VIH are not shown in the datasheet in Table 3, but they can be 

estimated by looking at the Schmitt Trigger portion of the datasheet shown in Table 4, 

where VIT+ and VIT- correspond to VIH and VIL, respectively. 

Table 3 MSP430FG6626 Output Characteristics of GPIO Pins - – Modified from 

Texas Instrument Datasheet [13] 

 

Table 4 MSP430FG6626 Input Characteristics of GPIO Pins - – Modified from 

Texas Instrument Datasheet [13] 

 

 

6.2. DOE Results and Analysis 
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To determine how temperature, humidity, and Vcc affect microchip performance 

in terms of VIL, VOL, VIH, VOH, power consumption when ramping down, and power 

consumption when ramping up, a set of experiments were conducted on 10 

MSP430FG6626 chips with DOE experimental design technique. The levels of the three 

input factors were respectively set at 22oC and 70oC for temperature, 20% and 50% for 

relative humidity, and 2V and 3V for supply voltage Vcc. The response data of VIL, 

VOL, VIH, VOH, and power consumptions were collected based on the average values 

of the four test runs for each microchip. The input and output raw data from all DOE 

tests are listed in Appendix A, from which Pareto charts were generated by the Minitab 

software and attached in Appendix B. The Pareto charts not only show the response data 

to input factors and their combinations and interactions, but also indicate which factors 

or factor combinations have caused statistically significant responses. 

 

Figure 17 Statistically Significant Mapping of DOE Results 

 

Figure 17 shows a map of all the statistically significant responses to the three 

input factors or their combinations over the ten microchips. This map clearly 
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demonstrates that supply voltage is the only factor that can consistently cause significant 

responses in terms of VIL VIH and VOL. This implies that unless extremely harsh 

temperature and humidity conditions are created, supply voltage should be used as the 

primary factor to analyze microchips for anomalies. The DOE results also tell us that 

VOL and power consumption responses are generally weak even with strong supply 

voltage inputs and may not play important roles in differentiating behaviors of 

microchips. It should be mentioned that all the responses observed here are limited to the 

limits of input factors applied. If experimental setup allows, the testing limits should be 

expanded to further validate the findings mentioned above. 

 

6.3. Effects of Supply Voltage on Output Valves 

Since supply voltage had the most significant impacts on the outputs based on 

DOE analysis, a second set of tests were conducted to determine how changes in supply 

voltage would impact the output valves. The tests were carried out by incrementing the 

supply voltage from 2V to 3V at 0.05V intervals under the same low temperature and 

low humidity conditions on the ten microchips in 2 tests. 

Figures 18 and 19 show the output valves collected with Chip 0 in Test 1. It is 

obvious that the output valves of VOH, VIH and VIL, all demonstrating statistically 

significant responses to Vcc, increased as supply voltage increased, with VOH 

increasing the most. However, the output values of VOL, power consumptions, all 

exhibiting statistically insignificant responses to Vcc based DOE analysis, did not show 

obvious trend as supply voltage increased, as the response data had large variance. 
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Actually, the same can be said for essentially all the output valves collected on ten 

microchips in two runs as Vcc ramped from 2 to 3V, as demonstrated in Figures 24 

through 29. This further confirms that VOH, VIH and VIL responses to Vcc can be used 

to surface microchip issues as they have the needed response sensitivity to Vcc and data 

consistency. 

Table 5 shows all the output values against ramping Vcc with Chip 0 in Test 1, 

where values were marked in red if they did not follow the general trend. The power 

consumption columns did not have any values highlighted because there were too many 

values that did not follow the general trend. All output values against ramping Vcc with 

ten chips in two runs can be found in Appendix C. 

 

 

Figure 18 VIL, VIH, VOL, VOH Trends 
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Figure 19 PCRD, PCRU Trends 

 

6.4. Table 5 Output Values against Vcc Ramping with Chip 0 in Test 1 
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6.5. Chip to Chip Variation 

Theoretically, microchips of the same type should have same or similar output 

values against input factors under the same testing conditions. If significant variance is 

observed among the chips tested, it is either caused by chip-to-chip differences or testing 

inconsistency. This research has collected enough repeatable data to demonstrate that 

testing inconsistency was not an issue for output valves of VIL, VIH, and VOH. These 

data can be used for chip-to-chip variation analysis. 

Figures 20 through 23 show the various outputs at both high and low supply 

voltage with ambient temperature and humidity. These conditions were chosen because 

they best reflected how the microchips would act in normal operating conditions. For 

these tests, coefficient of variance, standard deviation divided by the mean, was used to 

quantify how the ten microchips vary with each other. As can be seen in these figures, 

the variance among the ten chips in terms of VIL, VIH and VOH response to low and 

high Vcc is relatively small with coefficient of variance being 0.6% to 2.4% in the case 

of high Vcc and 0.8% to 2.7% in the case of low Vcc. This not only demonstrates that 

the chip-to-chip variation amount the ten chips is small but also further confirms that 

there is a high level of data consistency for the three statistically significant responses of 

VIL, VIH and VOH to Vcc. 
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Figure 20 VIL, VIH, VOL, VOH vs. High Vcc 

 

 

Figure 21 PCRD, PCRU vs. High Vcc 
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Figure 22 VIL, VIH, VOL, VOH vs. Low Vcc 

 

 

Figure 23 PCRD, PCRU vs. Low Vcc 
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Figures 24 through 29 respectively show VIL, VIH, VOL, VOH and power 

consumptions responses to ramping Vcc where the twenty sets of data (10 chips and two 

tests) were overlaid onto one graph for each of the six output parameters. Again, these 

graphs clearly show data repeatability and consistence for VIL, VIH and VOH, which 

are statistically significant responses according to DOE. In the meantime, the data 

variance among the ten chips for responses of VOL and the two power consumptions is 

noticeably high. Since these three responses are not regarded as statistically significant, 

it is not recommended to use these responses (VOL, power consumptions) for chip-to-

chip variance analysis, which may change if they can be demonstrated as significant 

responses in the future under different experimental conditions. 

. 

 

Figure 24 VIL Responses to Ramping Supply Voltage 
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Figure 25 VIH Responses to Ramping Supply Voltage 

 

Figure 26 VOL Responses to Ramping Supply Voltage 
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Figure 27 VOH Responses to Ramping Supply Voltage 

 

Figure 28 PCRD Responses to Ramping Supply Voltage 
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Figure 29 PCRU Responses to Ramping Supply Voltage 
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7. DISCUSSIONS 

 

The results from this research demonstrated that the supply voltage has the 

greatest impact on the responses of VIL, VIH, and VOH, which is consistent with the 

conclusion drawn from a previous iteration of the project. Both experiments stated that 

examining the output characteristics generated by supply voltage was most revealing in 

determining whether a microchip has been tampered with. One way to improve the 

experiment is to develop a method that allows the enclosure to maintain higher 

temperature and humidity values because experiments conducted in this research were 

limited to 70C temperature and 50% humidity. 

In comparison to the previous iteration of the project, this experimental setup is 

tedious due to the complexity of this research, but total testing time was significantly 

less thanks to the optimized starting points. 

To reach and maintain the desired temperatures and RH simultaneously is always 

a challenge. For example, it takes about an hour for the enclosure to reach 80C 

temperature if humidity is not involved. With humidity being a factor to be considered as 

well, it would take one and half hours for the enclosure to reach about 70C took and 

50% RH. Even the targeted temperature and humidity are achieved, it is never easy to 

maintain them at a steady state (fluctuation within +- 1%) for 45 min as required for data 

collection. It should also be mentioned that it takes a long time for the enclosure to go 

back to ambient temperature and humidity from a set condition. All these challenges 

would need to be dealt with in the future by further improving the experimental setup. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The effects of temperature, humidity, and supply voltage on VIL, VIH, VOL, 

VOH, and power consumption were thoroughly studied in this research over ten 

microchips with the DOE experimental design technique. Factorial analysis of the 

experimental data clearly shows that supply voltage is the most influential factor that can 

generate strong VIL, VIH and VOH responses which can be used to differentiate 

abnormal microchips from normal ones. The consistent and repeatable trend data of VIL, 

VIH and VOH against ramping supply voltage have further validated the experimental 

setup and data collection methodology being effective for setting the baseline responses 

for normal microchips and for detecting irregular or even tampered microchips by 

comparing the output values with the baseline. 

It is highly recommended that more tests be conducted with higher temperatures 

and humidity to confirm the validity of the above conclusions for expanded testing 

conditions. In the meantime, different microchips such as aged, defective, counterfeited, 

refurbished, or tampered chips should be tested along with the normal chips 

simultaneously to generate comparable response data side by side in the same enclosure. 

This would be the best way to further confirm the methodology used in this research for 

microchip characterization and differentiation. 
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APPENDIX A 

DOE RAW DATA 

 

 

DOE Analysis Table Chip 0 

 

 

DOE Analysis Table Chip 1 

 

 

DOE Analysis Table Chip 2 
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DOE Analysis Table Chip 3 

 

DOE Analysis Table Chip 4 

 

 

DOE Analysis Table Chip 5 

 

 

DOE Analysis Table Chip 6 
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DOE Analysis Table Chip 7 

 

DOE Analysis Table Chip 8 

 

 

DOE Analysis Table Chip 9 
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APPENDIX B 

DOE PARETO CHARTS 
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APPENDIX C 

RAW RESPONSE DATA TO RAMPING VCC 

 

 

Vcc Test 1 Table Chip 0 
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Vcc Test 1 Table Chip 1 

 

Vcc Test 1 Table Chip 2 

 

 

Vcc Test 1 Table Chip 3 
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Vcc Test 1 Table Chip 4 

 

 

Vcc Test 1 Table Chip 5 
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Vcc Test 1 Table Chip 6 

 

 

Vcc Test 1 Table Chip 7 
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Vcc Test 1 Table Chip 8 

 

 

Vcc Test 1 Table Chip 9 
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Vcc Test 2 Table Chip 0 

 

 

Vcc Test 2 Table Chip 1 
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Vcc Test 2 Table Chip 2 

 

 

Vcc Test 2 Table Chip 3 
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Vcc Test 2 Table Chip 4 

 

 

Vcc Test 2 Table Chip 5 
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Vcc Test 2 Table Chip 6 

 

 

Vcc Test 2 Table Chip 7 
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Vcc Test 2 Table Chip 8 

 

 

Vcc Test 2 Table Chip 9 

 

 




